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a small dark brown bird with a 
puffy white belly

this bird is brown with white 
and has a long, pointy beak

a small white and gray bird and 
a short pointed beak

this bird has wings that are 
black and has a white belly

the bird has a large black 
eyering and a brown back

this is a grey bird with brown 
wings and a pointy beak

a large black bird with 
prominent bill and large feet

this bird has wings that are 
black and has a yellow crown

black and white feathered bird 
with yellow head feathers

a small bird with a mixture of 
grey, white, and black

a small orange bird with black 
wings, orange tail, black head

small black bird with black 
wings and a white belly

a bird with blue wings and head, 
with a white breast and collar

this bird is brown with white on 
its chest and has a long, pointy 

beak

a black bird with large wing and 
a large beak and normal sized 

head

a kitchen with a slanted ceiling 
and skylight

a group of people riding boards 
in the ocean

a lot of zebras standing in the 
sand on a hot summer day

a park bench on the side of a 
lake

a light blue airplane sits in the 
airport waiting to depart

the city bus has pulled over to 
the side of the road

 a white bus with large black 
windows on a street

a train traveling down the train 
tracks along the country side

snowboarder jumping over a 
street with a backdrop of trees

there are two elephants that are 
walking in the wild together

Figure 1: Examples of images generated by MirrorGAN conditioned on text descriptions from CUB and COCO test sets (the
supplymentary material for Figure 3). As mentioned in [33,37], the COCO dataset is known to be much more challenging
than the CUB dataset as it consists of images with more complex scenarios and objects.1
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Stage 2

a medium head bird 
with a white underbelly 
and a yellow tipped 
head

a small red and white 
bird has a very short 
beak

a bird with a white belly 
and metallic blue wings 
with a small beak

an empty kitchen area 
painted green with 
bulbous lights

two large horses 
grazing in a large field

6:white         10:yellow        0:a        1:medium        12:head

1:medium       10:yellow        6:white        12:head       11:tipped

4:white         2:red        0:a         3:and         10:beak

2:red         1:small         0:a           4:white       10:beak

4:white        8:blue        7:metallic         5:belly         9:wings

1:bird         4:white         8:blue           7:metallic       5:belly

0:an         2:kitchen        8:lights         5:green         7:bulbous

1:empty         0:an         5:green           2:kitchen      8:lights

2:horses         7:field        6:large         5:a        4:in

0:two         7:field         6:large           5:a       4:in

 0:a        7:bed         1:room              3:purple            8:comforter

1:room         3:purple         0:a           5:carpet       8:comforter

a room with purple 
walls, carpet and bed 
comforter

Figure 2: Attention visualization on the CUB and the COCO test sets (the supplymentary material for Figure 5).



5:red         1:small         6:belly           0:a       12:red

5:red         1:small         0:a       6:belly           2:red

Stage 1

Stage 2

a small bird with a red 
belly, and a small bill 
,and red wings

0:brown         1:horse         7:field           6:green       5:a

1:horse         7:field         6:green         5:a         4:on

Stage 1

Stage 2

brown horses are 
running on a green 
field

the bird has a yellow 
crown, and black nape 
with a white breast and 
brown sides

Stage 1

Stage 2

1:bird         4:yellow         2:has           12:breast       0:the

1:bird         4:yellow         11:white           14:brown       0:the

a boat cruising in front 
of waterfront 
skyscrapers

Stage 1

Stage 2

0:a         1:boat         7:skyscrapers           6:waterfront      5:of

1:boat         7:skyscrapers         6:waterfront      5:of       4:front

Stage 1

Stage 2

a man riding a 
surfboard on top of a 
wave

1:man         4:surfboard         9:wave           8:a       7:of

9:wave         0:a        1:man         4:surfboard         8:a

Stage 1

Stage 2

this bird has wings that 
are blue and has a 
white belly

1:bird         6:blue           0:this       9:a           11:belly

6:blue        10:white         11:belly         0:this         7:and

Figure 3: Attention visualization on the CUB and the COCO test sets (the supplymentary material for Figure 5).



this bird has blue wings, 
white belly

this bird has black and 
white wings, white belly

this bird has orange
wings and white belly

this bird has yellow and 
black feathers

this bird has a yellow
and black wings and a 

long tail

a pizza with cheese a pizza with tomato 
sauce

a pizza with tomato 
sauce, broccoli

a pizza with carrots, 
mushrooms and onions

a pizza with butter

Figure 4: Images generated by MirrorGAN by modifying some words of the text descriptions and the corresponding top-2
attention maps in the last stage (the supplementary material for Figure 6). These examples show again that the COCO dataset
is a very challenging dataset, however, MirrorGAN still captures the main textual feature of the input text and the generated
images keep the semantic similarity.


